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Gaming has been a big business for decades, and it’s showing no signs of stopping. This

market is expected to be worth over 200 billion USD by 2023. Gaming developers and

managers have to make the right decision when it comes to picking the right gaming engine

platform for their needs despite the large variety of solutions available today. We’re here to

help you make the right call for your business and practical needs. Every insight counts. So

let’s get started. Here are our top picks, the very best game engines 2021.

The Modern
Gaming Engine
While you’ll be getting an in-depth review of the top

gaming engines in our comparison below, it’s

important to make sure your selected solution is

indeed allowing you to tackle multiple issues in one place. Your average game engine

should be able to provide you with ways to simplify critical tasks like:

● Physics – In-game immersions/physics should be a perfect balance between
simulation quality and computing power limitations for the end-user.

● Input – This is an extremely common issue in cross-platform development. Is your
gaming engine solving this problem for you?

● Visual Assets Processing – Lighting, shading, texture-mapping, and depth-of-field
require less programming effort while using game engines.

In a nutshell, your chosen gaming engine should give you the ability to perform the

aforementioned tasks with reduced coding efforts. This helps shorten development times

significantly and allows teams to focus on designing their games to deliver a unique and

special user experience.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/292056/video-game-market-value-worldwide/


Top game engines 2021

Unreal Engine
One of the most popular and widely used game engines is the Unreal

Engine, which is owned by Epic Games. It is essentially a game development multi-platform

engine designed for businesses of all sizes that helps use real-time technology to transform

ideas into engaging visual content.

The original version was released back in 1998 and 19 years later it continues being used

for some of the biggest games. The strength of the Unreal Engine is its ability to be modified

enough that games can be made into very unique experiences. However, this requires

skilled developers with vast experience.

Additionally, Epic Games has acquired Quixel, which possesses a huge “photogrammetry”

asset library of real-world imagery that can be used to create animations and video games.

Unreal Engine users will be able to use Quixel’s bundled tools (Bridge, Mixer) and all of

Quixel’s Megascans library assets for free.

UE5

2021 will be an interesting year as Unreal Engine 5 is due in late 2o21. And what should we

expect? Well, you should really hold your breath because there are many goodies in store:

PlayStation 5, Xbox Series X and Nanite (an engine that imports high-detailed photographic

source material – taking advantage of its past acquisition of Quixel) are going to

revolutionize the industry.

Strengths: Scalability, Tons of features, Rich customization Abilities, 2D & 3D

Pricing: Free (royalty on gross revenue)

https://www.unrealengine.com/
https://venturebeat.com/2019/03/20/quixel-demonstrates-animated-scenes-that-look-like-landscape-photos/
https://www.incredibuild.com/blog/unreal-engine-5-what-its-all-about
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/custom-licensing


Amazon Lumberyard
As evident by the product name, Lumberyard is Amazon’s

comprehensive offering. This is a 3D game engine designed to build

games and fan communities. It offers VR preview mode, visual scripting tools, and also

Twitch integration.

Video: How to Create and Compile a New Project with Lumberyard. Courtesy: Amazon

Powered by Amazon Web Services, secure cloud platform built and maintained by Amazon,

integration through Lumberyard means it’s significantly easier to build games with online

play. It has good native support for C++, P2P, and client topology. Lumberyard also supports

Autodesk Maya and Adobe Photoshop.

Strengths: Feature-Rich Platform, Extensive Capabilities

Pricing: Free

CryENGINE
CryENGINE is a free-to-use platform where you get the full engine

source code and all engine features without having to pay any license fees. This is also a

great option to purchase in-game assets, which can be found at the Cryengine Marketplace,

something that shortens time to market.

CryEngine also provides plenty of free learning resources, although their effectiveness is

debatable. Gaming giant Ubisoft maintains an in-house modified version of CryEngine from

the original Far Cry called the Dunia Engine, which is heavily used in their later iterations of

the popular Far Cry series.

Strengths: Solid Interface, Stunning Visual Capabilities, Impressive VR Support

Pricing: Free. Memberships start at $50 per month

Related:

https://aws.amazon.com/lumberyard/
https://store.unity.com/
https://www.cryengine.com/
https://www.cryengine.com/marketplace
https://www.cryengine.com/user/registration


Unity
Unity is a multi-platform game engine that allows you to create interactive 3D

content with ease. This gaming engine is the choice of many large

organizations today due to its excellent functionality, high-quality content, and ability to be

used for any type of game. It supports both 2D and 3D content.

With its all-in-one editor, Unity is compatible with Windows, Mac, Linux, IOS, Android,

Switch, Xbox, PS4, Tizen and other platforms. The user-friendly interface makes

development easier and reduces the need for training. The Unity Asset Store curates a vast

collection of tools and content that is created daily.

Strengths: Free Version, Multi-Platform Support, Good for Teams of All Sizes, 2D & 3D

Pricing: Free for Personal Use. Paid Plans Starting at $35 per month.

GameMaker: Studio
GameMaker has become widely used because it doesn’t require

programming knowledge to use. Instead, users can “point-and-click” to create games much

faster than coding with native languages. Some of the best titles made with GameMaker

include Spelunky, Hotline Miami, and Super Crate Box.

The problem with GameMaker and other point-and-click engines is that developers are

much more limited than with other engines.

Recently YoYo Games (home of  GameMaker Studio) was acquired by Opera.

Strengths: Easy to Use, Intuitive Interface

Pricing: Free. Memberships start at $39 per month.

https://unity.com/
https://store.unity.com/
https://www.yoyogames.com/gamemaker
https://www.yoyogames.com/blog/597/yoyo-games-is-now-part-of-opera
https://www.cryengine.com/user/registration


Godot
Godot is free to use and it’s open-source through the MIT license. No

royalties, no subscription fees, no hidden strings. The Godot engine is great for making both

2D and 3D games. The engine provides a huge set of common tools, so you can just focus

on making your game without reinventing the wheel.

Gadot Gaming Platform Review. Courtesy: TheHappieCat

Godot has a community that’s constantly fixing bugs and developing new features. An

active community means answers to even your most specific Godot-related questions. It

also links out to its other Internet HUBS, including Reddit forums, Facebook groups, steam

community, the Godot forums, and more.

Strengths: Easy to Use, Intuitive Interface

Pricing: Free

Cocos2d
All versions of Cocos2d work using the basic primitive known as a sprite. A

sprite can be thought of as a simple 2D image, but can also be a container for

other sprites. Sprites are arranged together to form a scene, like a game level or a menu.

Sprites are then code-manipulated as per events, actions or animations.

Cocos2d-x supports iOS, Android, Tizen, Windows, Linux, and MacOS platform with API

languages that include C++, Lua, and Javascript.

Strengths: Easy to Use, Intuitive Interface

Weaknesses: Limited Capabilities, 2D Only, Not The Best Option for Big Studios

Pricing: Free

https://godotengine.org/
https://godotengine.org/community
https://store.unity.com/
http://www.cocos2d.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sprite_(computer_graphics)
https://github.com/cocos2d/cocos2d-x
https://store.unity.com/


Top Game Engines 2021
Comparison Table

Installation &
Ownership

2D/3D Ease
of Use

Integration &
Compatibility

VR
Support

Customer
Support

Unreal
Engine

*** Both *** ****** Yes ***

Amazon
Lumberyard

*** 3D Only ***** *** Yes ***

CryENGINE *** Both *** ****** Yes ***

Unity *** Both *** ***** Yes ***

GameMaker
: Studio

****** 2D Only ***** *** No ***

Godot ***** BothBoth ***** *** No *****

Cocos2d ***** 2D Only ***** *** No ***



Is Your Gaming Engine
Acceleratable?
It’s great to have a gaming engine to organize your development tasks. However, this is not

the only requirement in today’s demanding market. Studios work under tight deadlines, with

most releases coming in the summer and before the holiday season. Luckily, there are

game development cycle accelerators on the market.

In other words, not having an accelerated gaming engine often leads to bottlenecks around

peak times, stress on IT managers, and slow time to market.

Acceleration solutions can work with leading gaming engines to boost their performance by

harnessing all free computing power in your company’s network. This power can provide

developers, artist machines, and build servers with additional compute power, effectively

turning them into virtual supercomputers.

Furthermore, coverage can be extended to support a wide range of custom tools and

third-party solutions, something that significantly reduces IT overhead.

The most common benefits of using an accelerated gaming engine include:

● Speeding up of process execution and diminished wait times for any concurrent,
time-consuming execution which requires a CPU (code and shader compiling,
testing, rendering, data conversion, continuous integration, continuous delivery, and
other processes).

● Not only do visualization tools add transparency and insights into your project
structure, they help in tracking historical executions, detecting errors/bugs,
bottlenecks, and locating dependencies in real-time.

● When the aforementioned processes are running faster, achieving better graphic
quality becomes possible. With faster and smoother iterations, the artist can try
different variations and experiment more, instead of settling for mediocre quality
outputs that don’t do well in the market.

● All stakeholders get to see the benefits in real time. Less waiting time makes
everyone more productive and creative, allowing them to focus on innovation instead
of waiting for development tasks to finish.

● Scaling up with cloud hosted virtual machines when more processing power is
needed. Implementation is instantaneous, requires no source code changes,



additional hardware, or infrastructure changes. This is very helpful during peak times
or while adding new features.

In a nutshell, having a top-of-the-line gaming engine is just the first step tow ards delivering

feature-packed games. You need to accelerate in order to innovate.

_________________________
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